
Grace Defended and Displayed 
Acts 15 (pew Bible pgs. 923-924)    

 

Can you change the recipe and still have a flavorful dish? The answer may not be as simple 

as a straight-forward “yes’ or ‘no’. When it comes to food, it is often possible to alter the 

recipe and still have a good dish. What about the gospel? Is salvation by grace through faith 

alone in Christ alone, or is it grace through faith plus something else? That is the questions 

that is addressed in Acts 15, and that is the question we consider today. Grace alone 

through faith alone is non-negotiable; it is the essential ingredient of the gospel. It is to be 

defended at all cost. Grace is also the essential ingredient in maintaining fellowship within 

the church. It is to be displayed in every aspect of our relationship with others.   

The Dispute Over Grace Alone (15:1-5) 

 

 

The Defense of Grace Alone (15:6-18) 

 

 

The Display of Grace Alone (15:19-ff) 

 

 

Applications 
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NOW - Football Ministry Sign Up 
July 9 - Summer Nights Kid’s Club 
July 10 - Katie’s Klass for Kids 
July 14 - This Hope Concert 
July 20 - Community Day 
July 25 - Durham Bulls Ballgame 

What are some things that our culture tends to want to add to grace in the “gospel recipe”? What are 
some things you tend to add?  
 
How does the doing of missions seem to affect the knowing of doctrine in this debate in Acts 15? Why 
was that first missionary journey perspective so important? 
 
How does this passage show why doctrine matters? How are you growing in doctrine, or right knowing? 
What is one commitment you could make? 
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